ALERT: WHITE POWER LEADER IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

Meet Justin Wayne Peek, who lives at 1307 Monterey Parkway in the Edgewater at Sandy Springs apartments. Justin Peek is the national “Director of Activism” for Identity Evropa, a racist organization. Peek is also the Georgia coordinator for this white nationalist group.

Some facts about Justin Peek:

- Justin Peek has been involved in “Alt-Right” white nationalism since at least early 2017. He has published that “Jew [sic] and arabs are disease to this planet”, that people of color “can’t even create for themselves”, and that “black lives don’t matter.”
- Peek also celebrates Adolf Hitler. His Twitter account promoted a pro-Hitler documentary, and on Hitler’s birthday Peek retweeted that “#HitlerWasRight”.
- Justin Peek was highly visible when white nationalists rallied May 2017 in Charlottesville, Virginia. This racist protest and Klan-like torchlit rally was the direct precursor to the bloody “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville a few months later, where a white supremacist vehicular attack murdered Heather Heyer. Peek promoted the “Unite the Right” rally, telling people to “Bring your boots” since it was expected to “get wild”.
- As “Director of Activism” for Identity Evropa – a white nationalist group – Peek has traveled the US organizing rallies. Peek relishes the intimidating effect his white power flash mobs have on local communities.
- Peek is also responsible for placing Identity Evropa propaganda along Roswell Road as well as in downtown Roswell, late 2018.

Since Peek believes that “America is at a race war” and organizes other white nationalists, he may be a threat to those around him. See our website for further documentation on Peek. Warn your friends and neighbors. Please contact us if you have more information about Peek's racist activity.
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